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This paper introduces a semantical storage approach for representation of the nomi-
nal quantification in situation semantics. The quantificational determiners are treat-
ed as denoting binary relations, and theirdomainsandrangesare defined. Thelin-
guistic meaningof an expression� is given as a pair of itsquantificational storage
andbasis. The storage contains the meanings of quantified NPs occurring in �,
while the basis represents the semantical structure of the result of the substitution
of those NPs with parameters. Scope ambiguity is available when more than one
quantifiers are in the storage. A generalized quantificational rule moves some of
the quantifiers out of the storage into the basis. It is a subject of structural restric-
tions that do not permit free parameters to fall out of the binding scope. The storage
is empty when there are no quantified NPs occurring in�, or when there is enough
linguistic or extra-linguistic information for resolvingthe scope ambiguities.

1 INTRODUCTION

An adequate semantical theory has to account for thesemantical efficiency of the
natural languages, i.e. the possibility for different interpretations of thesame lan-
guage expressions in different contexts of use. The semantics of the natural lan-
guages has two sides: abstract, “pure” linguistic meaningsin abstraction of any
context, and one or other particular interpretation depending on the context of use.
A lots of different factors contribute to the complex relations between the “pure”
linguistic meanings of the sentences and their interpretations: the circumstances of
the context, the speakers’ believes, knowledge and intentions. Although the com-
plexity of these relations, there are regularities and uniform constraints that govern
the processes of extraction of linguistic meanings and corresponding interpreta-
tions out of the linguistic forms. The linguistic meanings themselves consist of
structured and parameterized objects open and pending for anchoring to particular,
real or abstract, objects. Then, there are also regularities that govern anchoring of
the abstract parametric linguistic meanings to particularinterpretations. The task
of an adequate semantical theory is to represent both kinds of regularities. Hence,
a comprehensive and integrated linguistic theory has to account for at least the
following stages:



� Linguistic meanings of the phrases in correlation with their syntax;� Semantical interpretation of the phrases in different circumstances of use.

The syntactic compositionality of the natural languages iscompound in sense that
the syntactic structures of some constituents depend not only on the syntactic struc-
tures of the components, but also on semantical informationbrought into by them.
A grammar theory representing the interdependency betweensyntax and semantics
needs a semantical component of appropriate kind. One of themost challenging
candidates for such semantics is situation theory. Situation theory types are struc-
tured objects that can reflect the syntactic structures of the language expressions,
and in addition are enough finely grained to represent silentsemantical and context
dependent information. The complex types are the devise forgenerating structured
semantical objects whose components obey various constraints. A basic feature
of the objects in the system is that they can be parametric, and by this they are
appropriate for representing linguistic meanings in abstraction of any context, or
when the context does not supply enough information for anchoring the parame-
ters to specific objects. One and the same system of semantical objects is used for
representing both, the parametric linguistic meanings andthe interpretations.

The context (and other relevant relevant sources of information) provide appro-
priate assignment of the parameters occurring in the linguistic meanings and can
resolve the available ambiguity. A substantial part of the relation between the nat-
ural language expressions and their interpretations can begiven in a systematic
way by means of context dependent functions assigning appropriate values to the
parameters occurring in the corresponding linguistic meanings. These functions
could be partial and leaving some of the parameters, or even some lexical and non-
lexical ambiguities unresolved as it is in many discourses.Often the listener, or the
reader gets parameterized information from what they hear or read. Sometimes,
a speaker may use the language namely for expressing partialand parameterized
information.

Introductions into Situation Theory are given by [Barwise and Perry 1983; Barwise
1987; Devlin 1991; Fenstad at. all 1987]. A complete guide onthe existing liter-
ature on situation theory and related topics is given by [Seligman and Moss 1997.
An introduction into Montague intensional logic (IL) and PTQ is [Dowty and Peter-
s 1981]. Quantification and anaphora in situation semanticsare considered in great
detail in [Gawron and Peters 1990]. The present approach differs from the later one
in using the semantical storage and the lambda abstraction tools of situation theory
to cope with the quantification in a computational mode. For another approach to
compositional situation semantics (which might be called aMontagovian style in
situation semantics) that copes with quantification scope problems as well as with



embedded beliefs, see [Cooper and Ginzburg 1996]. For a detailed discussion of
the linguistic arguments and background of an approach toward quantificational
scope very close to the one presented in this paper, see [Farkas 1996, 1997a,1997b,
1997c]. It can be very well formalized by semantical storagein situation seman-
tics as proposed here. Next section is a brief informal introduction of some of the
situation theoretical objects needed for representing themethod of the semantical
storage in situation semantics.

2 SOME SITUATION THEORETICAL NOTIONS AND

NOTATIONS

Situation theory accepts several kinds of primitive objects, among them: primi-
tive individuals,fa; b; c; : : :g; primitive parametric objects, called also indeterem-
inates,fx; y; z; : : :g; space-time locationsfl; l0; l1; : : :g, and primitive relationsfr; r0; r1; : : :g. For example, the nouns and the verbs typically denote primitive
properties and relations, such asstudent, book, run, walk, read, . . .. Each relation
is associated with a set of argument roles and correspondingconditions for their
appropriate filling1. For example,read is a primitive relation with three argument
roles:Subj, for the subject;Obj, for the object; andLoc, for the space-time location.
The argument structure of the relations (i.e. the set of their argument roles and the
corresponding appropriatness conditions) is presented bysituational objects called
infons. Each infon specifies a unique relation, an assignment of itsargument roles
and a corresponding negative or positive polarity. In this paper, I shall adopt the
traditional linear notation of the infons. For example:

(1.1) � read ;Subj :a;Obj :b;Loc :l; 1 �,

(1.2) � read ;Subj :a;Obj :b;Loc :l; 0 �,

The latter are, respectively, the positive and negative informational pieces which
represent that the individuala is reading/not reading an objectb in a locationl.
Complex properties and relations are result of combining infons by boolean con-
nectives and�-abstraction over some of the parameters:

(2.1) �x; y (� watch ;Subj :x;Obj :y;Loc :l; 1 � ^� movie;Subj :y;Loc :l; 1 �)1The restricted parameters are an appropriate tool for imposing appropriateness conditions over
argument role fillings.



(2.2) �x (� watch ;Subj :x;Obj :b;Loc :l; 1 � ^� movie;Subj :b;Loc :l; 1 �)
(2.3) �x (� student ;Subj :x;Loc :l; 1 � ^� movie;Subj :y;Loc :l; 1 � ^� watch ;Subj :x;Obj :y;Loc :l; 1 �).
The abstraction in (2.1) represents the relation between two objects, one of them
watching the other in a particular locationl, and the watched one being a movie.
This complex relation has two argument roles, denoted by[x] and[y], respectively.
The property of watching the particular movieb in the locationl is expressed by
(2.2) and has only one argument role[x]. The property (2.3) of being a student
watching a particular, but indeterminate moviey also has only one argument role[x]. Herey is a parameter representing an unknown object filling theSubjrole of
the relationmovie. The propositions thata is walking atl, in a situations, and thata is reading the bookb at l, in a situations, are represented, correspondingly, by:

(3.1) (s j=� walk ;Subj :a;Loc :l; 1 �),
(3.2) (s j=� read ;Subj :x;Obj :b;Loc :l; 1 � ^� book ;Subj :b;Loc :l; 1 �).
The abstractions over individuals in propositions result in types of individuals�x1; : : : ; xnp(x1; : : : ; xn) which also have their own argument roles[x1]; : : : ; [xn].
I shall follow a notational tradition in situation semantics by which, in the par-
ticular cases of abstraction over propositions, the type resulted is denoted by:[x1; : : : ; xn=p(x1; : : : ; xn)].
(4.1) [x=(s j=� walk ;Subj :x;Loc :l; 1 �)],
(4.2) [x=(s j=� read ;Subj :x;Obj :b;Loc :l; 1 � ^� book ;Subj :y;Loc :l; 1 �)],
Everywhere in this paper,s is taken to be a parameter, i.e. to represent an inde-
terminate, probably unknown, or just unspecified situation. In the type (4.2) there
is one more parametery which makes (4.2) represent the type of an object read-
ing a particular, although indeterminate booky in s. In a given context, the user’s
references may anchor the parametersy ands to one or other specific object and
situation, respectively. The effect of the intensional functionality of the types is
achieved by using situated propositions and abstractions over situations in types:



(4.3) �s[x=(s j=� walk ;Subj :x;Loc :l; 1 �)];
(4.4) �s[x=(s j=� read ;Subj :x;Obj :b;Loc :l; 1 � ^� book ;Subj :y;Loc :l; 1 �)].
Often for simplicity, only the objects filling the argument roles shall be explicitly
written in the infons, without specifying the roles themselves. For example, the
type (4.2) can be written:

(4.5) [x=(s j=� read ; x; y; l; 1 � ^� book ; y; l; 1 �)]
Some more notations used throughout the paper:� ���(�) is the result of the abstraction over the parameter� in the situation

theoretical object�(�).� ���(�) is called atype in the special case of abstraction where�(�) is a
proposition. To distinguish it from the general abstraction, I shall adopt the
notation [�=�(�)] traditionally used in situation theory. The result of the
application[�=�(�)](�) is the proposition�(�) obtained by the appropriate
substitution of� for � in �(�).� The proposition that an object� is of type� is denoted by(� : �). In the
case when� = [�=�(�)] and�(�) is a proposition, the new proposition([�=�(�)] : �) is true iff the proposition�(�) is true.

In the following sections we will consider a situation semantics for some English
expressions. It will be associated with an interpretation functionF defined for the
lexical units and giving their semantical counterparts:F(STUDENT)= student,F(WALK )= walk; : : :.
3 NOMINAL QUANTIFICATION — SCOPE, DOMAIN AND

RANGE

A quantificational sentence like:

(5) EVERY STUDENT WALKS.

is translated into a language of first order logic (f.o.l.) bythe formula:

(6) 8x(student(x) ! walk(x)):



The translation of (5) into Montague style intensional logic (IL), like that used in
PTQ, is equivalent to the same expression (6). The difference is in the language,
and that the translation process from English to Montague ILis compositional.
Actually, there are intermediate calculations for getting(6) from the primary trans-
lation of (5). The natural language quantification expressed by a simple sentence
like (5) may be depicted by the following schemata:

(7) NP=Quanti�erDeterminer Noun=QDomain VP=QRange
every student walks
a student is reading a book
three men are talking

The scheme (7) might be interpreted in the following way.QDomain of the quan-
tification is the set of the objects having the property denoted by the noun of the
quantified NP.QRange of the quantification is the set of objects satisfying the prop-
erty denoted by the VP of the sentence. Then:

8(a) A quantitativeDeterminer denotes a quantitative relation between two sets,QDomain2 andQRange i.e. the particularDeterminer specifies a quantity
of objects taken from theQDomain that are also inQRange.

For the sentence (5) the quantity expressed by theDeterminer is all available ob-
jects from theQDomain. The suggestion in this work, as well as in [Farkas 1997a,
b, c], is that 8(a) is respected by all quantitative determiners likeEVERY, A , SOME,
FEW, MANY, MOST, ONE, TWO, THREE, . . . . By this the concept of a quantifica-
tional scope covers two separate semantical notions — of a domain and a range of
the particular quantification.There are two other ways we can interpret the quan-
tification expressed by a sentence like (5):

8(b) The QRange of a Determiner is the predicate expressed by the VP of the
sentence and it is asserted for the specified by theDeterminer quantity of
representatives of theQDomain (distributivley or collectively) denoted by
the noun.

8(c) TheQuanti�er expressed by a NP denotes a set of properties (i.e. its charac-
teristic function). By a sentence[[�]NP [�]V P ]S , the property denoted by the
VP � is claimed to be in the set of the properties denoted by the NP�.2Sometimes what is called hereQDomain is calledRestrictor.



To unify the translations of the quantified NPs with those that are simple individual
terms, Montague, in PTQ, chosen the interpretation 8(c) andwent to the the most
significant generalization toward a unified semantical representation of the NPs:
a name does not directly denote the individualj having that name, but rather the
characteristic function of the set of the properties of thatindividual, �P(Pfjg).
The quantification expressed by (5) and its PTQ translation can be depicted in the
following way:

(7.1) Determiner QDomain QRangeevery [[STUDENT]] [[WALKS]]
(ii) (�Q�P8x(Qfxg ! Pfxg) (ˆ student)) (ˆ walk)
(iii) 8x|{z}Quantifier (student(x) ! walks(x))| {z }Scope

Here [[STUDENT]] and [[WALKS ]] are the meanings of the wordsSTUDENT and
WALKS, respectively, taken for now in some informal intuitive way. Line (i) s-
tands for some intuition about what (5) might mean, for example, every is a two
argument quantitative relation between properties, and the properties[[STUDENT]]
and[[WALKS ]], are in itsQDomain andQRange, respectively. The traditional syn-
tactic notion of a scope in f.o.l., and in IL, is about the scope of the quantifiers8x and9x, while the natural languages quantifiers are NPs which are combina-
tions of a determiner and a noun. The variablex is used to represent the binding
process and the connecting link betweenQDomain andQRange. I.e. x denotes
the representatives of theQDomain which have to be also in theQRange. The
symbol8 corresponds to the determiner wordEVERY, and the quantifier is the ex-
pression8x, which represents the quantity plus a particular varying representative.
The meaning of the expression8x in 8xp(x), though, is unary, while the natural
language determinerEVERY has binary-relational meaning. The choice of the im-
plication sign ”!“ represents the relational part of the meaning of the determiner
EVERY, i.e. the sign ”!“ together with the symbol8 expresses thequantitative
relation betweenQDomain andQRange. Although (6) is a good semantical ap-
proximation of (5), there is a syntactical shift about what is the quantifier and what
is the scope. In natural language, NPs like [EVERY STUDENT]NP are quantifiers,
while in (6)8x is turned into theQuanti�er and it binds the variablex in the scope(student(x) ! walks(x)). The syntactical scope structures for simple English sen-
tences like (5), can be easily separated, but for more complex sentences that would
not be possible without going through some extra-syntax such as quantifier rais-
ing, and quantificational rules as, for example, in type-logic theories. We shall see
how the above quantificational scheme (7) can be representedin situation seman-
tics without introducing the additional variablex for turning the determinerEVERY



into the quantifier8x. Rather, the appropriate connection betweenQDomain andQRange shall be governed at the semantical level by appropriate types of individ-
uals (see [Barwise and Cooper 1986; Barwise 1986]).

4 QUANTIFICATIONAL STRUCTURES IN SITUATION

SEMANTICS

In situation semantics, the determiners can be considered as denoting primitive
relations between types of individuals, see [Cooper 1993; Cooper and Ginsburg
1996]. For example, letevery, a, some, most, one, two, . . .be the primitive re-
lations considered as the semantical counterparts of the lexical quantitative deter-
minersEVERY, A , SOME, MOST, ONE, TWO, . . . , respectively. Each of the quan-
tificational relations� comes with two argument roles that can be filled by types of
individuals. These two argument roles shall be denoted byQDomainandQRange.
Thus in situation semantics, the propositional content of the linguistic meaning of
the quantificational sentence (5) is expressed by the proposition:(s j=� every; [x=(si j=� student ; x; li; 1 �)];[y=(sj j=� walk ; y; lj ; 1 �)]; 1 �).
The situations is thedescribed situationwhich supports the quantificational infor-
mation. The situationsj is where walking takes place, and it could be the same
ass. The situationsi is the one in which the noun [STUDENT]N is evaluated. It
is called theresource situationof the NP [EVERY STUDENT]NP . It might be that
some of these three situations are the same, but they could bealso different. The
above proposition is true just in case that every individualwho is a student in the
situationsi is also an walker in the situationsj. The quantificational scheme (7)
for sentences like (5) can be depicted in the following way:

(7.2) Quanti�erQRel QDomain QRange(s j=� every ; [x=(si j=� student ; x; li; 1�)];[y=(sj j=� walk ; y; lj ; 1�)]; 1�)(s j=� at least two;[x=(si j=� student ; x; li; 1�)];[y=(sj j=� walk ; y; lj ; 1�)]; 1�)(s j=� most ; [x=(si j=� student ; x; li; 1�)];[y=(sj j=� walk ; y; lj ; 1�)]; 1�)(s j=� half of ; [x=(si j=� student ; x; li; 1�)];[y=(sj j=� walk ; y; lj ; 1�)]; 1�)
If we compare (7.1) and (7.2) we can see similarities in the corresponding quantifi-
cational patterns and theirQDomain andQRange. In the same time they exhibit



several important differences with respect to the syntax and semantics of the quan-
tification in natural languages. The most significant difference is with respect to
the level of the analysis. Lines (ii) and (iii) in (7.1) are syntactical representatives
of the corresponding natural language sentence into IL, aiming to represent the
corresponding semantics of the quantification. Line (i) in (7.1) represents an intu-
ition about the semantics of a corresponding relational treatment of the determiner
EVERY. In contrast to (7.1) (ii)-(iii), (7.2) is a semantical representation.

One notorious semantical problem concerns the attitude verbs. Many of those prob-
lems are solved by introducing the intensional operatorˆ and respectively possible
worlds indices. The totality of the possible worlds though,in its turn, brings into
semantical inadequacy, too. For detailed discussion see [Barwise1987]. Originally,
situation theory emerged as a theory representing the partiality of the information
and information flow phenomena, and in particular, of the linguistic semantic infor-
mation — the speakers use natural language to transfer partial information about
partial situations, i.e. about “small possible worlds” in contrast to total possible
worlds. In such sense, the total possible worlds are introducing “too much” into
the semantical descriptions. But in another sense, the IL worlds cannot present
as constituents of the internal structure of the semanticalobjects. For example,
the intensional operator̂ in (ii) of (7.1) gets absorbed during the intermediate
calculations, and the final representation by (iii) can havethe possible world (and
location) only at the outer level via the notion of the intension of the entire expres-
sion. There are strong intuitions about the meanings[[WALKS ]] and [[STUDENT]]
should carry implicit information about situations where walking and being a stu-
dent take place, and these two situations might be different. Both of (ii) and (iii)
lack to represents this important semantical information expressed by an utterance
of the sentence (5). While the situationalQDomain andQRange types in (7.2) can
be evaluated in different resource situationssi andsj, and either of them might be
different from the quantificational situations.
Another difference between (7.1) and (7.2) is that there is no additional quantifier8x in (7.2). The relevant binding is achieved by the argument roles ofQDomain
andQRange types. The quantifier8x, together with the implication sign “!”, in
the f.o.l., and in higher order IL, is introduced to express syntactically a purely
semantical connection between the domain and the range of the quantification.

Even if there were no expressions involving quantificational scope ambiguities, the
situational semantics would still have the advantages of being a theory bringing
in finely grained and partial structural representations ofthe semantical objects as
briefly pointed above. Another significant advantage is the possibility for intro-
ducing a context dependent semantical storage for computational dealing with the
scope ambiguities at the semantical level. The translations into IL, like that in (7.1),



for sentences with more than one quantifiers, can be obtainedonly for already in
advance disambiguated English sentences by using extra-syntactical rules. For ex-
ample, the sentence [EVERY LOGICIAN]1 MET [A PHILOSOPHER]2 would have
to be first translated into one of the two of the following formulas by using some
additionally complicated syntax:9y(philosopher(y) ^ 8x(logician(x) ! meet(x; y)));8x(logician(x) ! 9y(philosopher(y) \meet(x; y))).
As shown in the following part of the article, disambiguating can be done at the lev-
el of the semantical evaluation. The syntactical structures in the natural languages,
even with added quantificational extra-syntactical rules,are less fine grained than
the corresponding semantical structures and processes.

The quantitative meaning of a determiner likeEVERY, A , SOME, ONE, TWO, . . .
have two sides — invariant and varying, that are not in one-to-one correspondence
to the surface syntax of the quantitative expressions.

(i) The invariant side of the lexical meanings of the quantitative determiners is that
they denote two argument primitive quantificational relations between types
of individuals.

(ii) The varying part of the lexical meaning of a quantitative determiner is the
particular quantity it expressesevery, some, a, one, two, at least two, most,
. . ..

For each determiner�, the relationF(�) it denotes is satisfied by two types,T1 andT2, filling correspondingly theQDomain and theQRange roles, just in case thatF(�) quantity of objects of typeT1 are also of typeT2. The quantity itself —all,
one, at least one, no, two,and so on, is what varies from one determiner to another.
The particular quantities can be expressed in situation semantics by formulating
appropriate meaning constraints in the terms of the notion of an extension of a type.
The last notion and the constraints forA andEVERY shall be formulated bellow (see
also [Barwise and Perry 1983]. For a simple sentence with only one quantitative
NP which is the subject of the sentence, the meaning of the determiner closely
corresponds to its syntactical role in the sentence:[[[�]Det[�]N ]NP [�]V P ]S . The
two typesT1 andT2 filling, correspondingly, theQDomain and theQRange roles
of F(�), are the meanings of� and�, respectively. For more complex sentences
the correspondence between the syntax and the main quantificational predication
is not so straightforward.

In what follows we shall need one more notion from situation theory, that of a
restricted parameter. An individual typer can be used to put a restriction over a



parameterx, the resulted object is denoted byxr. The restricted parameters have a
presuppositional effect: the proposition�(xr) is a legal object iff the objectc(x)
is of typer.

Linguistic Meaning and Interpretation

The natural language expressions are, in their larger part,ambiguous when consid-
ered out of any context. Still they are meaningful and that iswhy we are able to
use them for communications. They are meaningful in sense that their linguistic
meanings are parametric semantical objects that carry partial semantical informa-
tion. The sentence “JON IS WALKING” taken out of any context is meaningful
in sense that it can be used for describing a situation in which an individual is
walking. In addition, a speaker would use this sentence if she knew (or believed)
that the walker was named Jon. In a particular context of uttering this sentence,
the speaker would refer to a particular individualj by the nameJON, and would
describe a particular situations0 in which that individualj had the property of
walking, i.e. the propositional content of the interpretation of the sentence would
be: (s0 j=� walk ; j; l0; 1 �). The propositional content of the linguistic meaning
out of any context is the parametric proposition(s j=� walk ; x[xj(uj=�named;JON;x;lu�)]; l; 1 �), wheres; x; u; lu are all parameters for a described situation, an individualreferred to,
naming circumstances and a location of those circumstances, respectively. In the
absence of enough relevant linguistic or contextual information, even the interpre-
tations can be parametric. For example, the speaker might beuttering the above
sentence without knowing who was the individualj, and without any perceptual
referring to him. In such case, the interpretation might be:(s0 j=� walk ; x[xj(uj=�named;JON;x;lu�)]; l0; 1 �).
Situation theory provides tools for a two-fold semantical representation of a given
expression�: its linguistic meaning in abstraction from the particularcases of use
which shall be denoted by[[�]]; and one or other interpretation in a given context.
Various contextual elements, including the speakers references provide anchoring
the parameters of the linguistic meaning to particular objects. I.e. in a particular
context, or circumstances of using an expression�, speaker’s references supply
with anassignment functionc defined over the parameters of[[�]]. Substituting the
speaker’s referents,c(x) for every parameterx occurring in the linguistic meaning[[�]] is yielding the interpretation of� in the given context. In what follows I shall
use the following notation: whenever� is a situational object, for example such
that represents the linguistic meaning of�, c(�) is the result of the application of



the substitution defined by the assignmentc over�. For a formal definition of the
situational notions of assignment and substitution, see for example, [Barwise and
Perry 1983], or [Loukanova and Cooper 1999].

Meaning Constraints for some Determiners

Let T = [x=(s j= �(x))], wheres is a situation parameter or a particular situation,
and�(x) is a parametric infon withx among its parameters. Letc be an assignment
function of the parameters ofT . Theextensionof the typeT with respect to the
assignmentc is denoted byE(T; c) and is defined to be as follows:E(T; c) = fc0(x)= the proposition(c(s) j= c0(�(x))) is true, wherec0 is

an assignment different fromc only possibly forxg.
Here c0(�(x)) is the infon obtained from the infon�(x) after applying the sub-
stitution of the parameters occurring in�(x) defined by the assignmentc0. The
meaning constraints for the determinersa andeveryare as follows:

(Ca) The proposition(sq j=� a; T1; T2; 1 �) is true for a given assignmentc of
its parameters iff:

(a) c(sq) j=� a; c(T1); c(T2); 1 �, i.e. the situationc(sq) supports the
quantificational infon, and

(b) if the situationc(sq) is informative , thenE(T1; c)T E(T2; c) 6= ;.
(Cevery) The proposition(sq j=� every ; T1; T2; 1 �) is true for a given assign-

mentc of its parameters iff:

(a) c(sq) j=� every ; c(T1); c(T2); 1 �, i.e. the situationc(sq) supports the
quantificational infon, and

(b) if the situationc(sq) is informative , thenE(T1; c) � E(T2; c).
In the above statements the notion of aninformative situation3 is used in an in-
tuitive way: a situation isinformative just in case that the infons supported by
it represent actual properties and relations between the objects. This condition
for informativeness ofc(sq) is needed because it might happen, for some reason-
s, that a situationc(sq) supports a quantificational infon without the two types to3A formalization of this notion is proposed in [Loukanova andCooper 1999].



be really in the specified quantificational relation. For example, c(sq) might be a
visual (or believe) situation which does not represent all actual states of affairs, or
wrong such. Generally, the propositional content of a quantification defined by a
determiner� is:

(14.1) (s j=� F(�);QDomain :T1;QRange :T2; 1 �); whereT1 andT2 are
types of individuals.

The meaning constraint for a determinerF(�) is:

(14.2) For a given parameter assignmentc defined by a particular context of use,
the proposition (14.1) is true iff:

(a) c(s) j=� F(�);QDomain :c(T1);QRange :c(T2); 1 �, and

(b) if the situationc(s) is informative , then the specified byF(�) quantity
of objects of typec(T1) are also of typec(T2).

The primitive quantitative relationF(�) corresponding to a determiner� has to be
given by the lexicon of the situational grammar. The grammarrules also have to
give the semantical structure of this primitive relation, which is:

(15) �T1 [T2=(s j=� F(�); T1; T2; 1 �)], whereT1 andT2 are parameters for
types of individuals.

The grammar rules4 should assign, in a compositional way, the following basic
type meaning of a noun phrase[[�]Det[�]N ]NP :

(16) [T2=(s j=� F(�); [x=p(x; sj ; lj)]; T2; 1 �)], where the type[x=p(x; sj ; lj)]
is the meaning of the noun�.

For example, the type meaning� of the noun phraseA STUDENT is:

(17)� = [T=(s j=� a; [x=(sj j=� student; x; lj ; 1 �)]; T ; 1 �)].
The particular quantity denoted by some of the determiners,such asmostis highly
context dependent.

5 LINGUISTICS MEANING AND QUANTIFICATION

The meanings can be parameterized not only in the trivial sense that they have
individual parameters as constituents. They can have opened and unresolved se-
mantical structures as in the cases of quantificational scope ambiguity: EVERY4see [Cooper and Ginsburg 1996; Loukanova 1991; Loukanova 1999]



STUDENT IS WATCHING A MOVIE. There are two plausible interpretations. The
de re interpretation in which there is a specific movie and all students in the de-
scribed situation are watching it. In thede dicto interpretation every student is
watching their own movie. In absence of enough contextual information, the scope
alternatives are open. Which one would be the case would be upto the speaker’s
references. Here I shall follow a semantical approach toward scope resolving as
dependent on the context. For a similar situational approach and more argumenta-
tion, see [Gawron and Peters 1990]. The present situationalframework though uses
a semantical storage to represent all unresolved quantificational options. Also no
syntactical representations5 of the expressions are considered. The only presump-
tion is that an eventual syntax component should not have anyquantificational
extra-syntactical rules generating scope disambiguated syntactical structures.

For simplifying the representation in what follows, I shallindex all NPs occurring
in one or other expression. The indices are pairwise different when the NPs are
not anaphoric, while the anaphoric NPs have to be co-indexed, as inJON1 MET A

PHILOSOPHER WHO LIKES HIM1.

In situation semantics considered in the present paper, thelinguistic meaning[[�]]
of an expression� is defined to be a pair of two semantical objects:[[�]] =hM(�);B(�)i, whereM(�) is called the quantificationalstorageof �, andB(�)
— the basis6 of �. The storageM(�) collects the semantical representations of
quantified noun phrases occurring in�. For example, in case that the quantifi-
cational binding has not yet taken place, the storage and thebasis of the simple
quantificational sentence� = EVERY STUDENT WALKS are:M(�) = fh�; x1ig, where� = [T=(sq1 j=� every ; [x=(s1 j=� student ; x; l1; 1 �)]; T ; 1 �)], andB(�) = (s j=� walk ; x1; l; 1 �).
The type� is the situational meaning of the NPEVERY STUDENT, i.e. an abstrac-
tion over theQRange of the determiner relationevery, where theQDomain role
has been filled up by the type meaning of the noun. Thus the storage contains the
pair h�; x1i which consists of the semantical representation of the quantified NP
and a parametric representativex1 of theQRange of every. The basis,B(�), is the
propositional content of theQRange. It represents “the skeleton” of the semanti-
cal structure of the sentence, i.e. its basic predication, in which the quantifier is5In HPSG the semantical contents of the expressions correspond to their situational
representations.6The objectsM(�) andB(�) can be generated in a compositional way by the rules of a situa-
tional grammar as in [Loukanova 1991 and Loukanova 1999].



represented by one of its indeterminate representatives. The sentence� contains
only one quantified NP and there is only one possibility for getting a particular
interpretation with respect to quantificational scope: thetype� has to be applied to
the type[x1=(s j=� walk ; x1; l; 1 �)] obtained by abstraction over the parameterx1 in B(�). The new storage and the new basis of� are:M0(�) = ;,B0(�) = (sq1 j=� every ; [x=(s1 j=� student ; x; lj ; 1 �)];[x1=(s j=� walk ; x1; l; 1 �)]; 1 �).
The simplest steps of the quantificational process for a sentence� with a storageM(�) and a basisB(�) can be stated in the following way. Leth�; xii 2 M(�),
where:� = [T=(s j=� F(�); [x=p(x; sj ; lj)]; T ; 1 �)], then:

1. Take the quantificational type pairh�; xii out of the storage. The result is the
new storage:M0(�) =M(�) � fh�; xiig.

2. The new basis is:B0(�) = (� : [xi=B(�)]). After the relevant substitutions,
the result is filling up theQRange role ofF(�) with the type[xi=B(�)], and
the new basis is:B0(�) = (s j=� F(�); [x=p(x; sj ; lj)]; [xi=B(�)]; 1 �).

As the example above shows, taking a quantificational type meaning out of the
storage and inserting it into the basis is technically ”inserting the basis into the
quantifier“, i.e. the new type obtained by abstraction overxi in the basis fills up
theQRange argument role of the determiner. The other terminology, ”taking a
quantificational type meaning out of the storage and moving it into the basis“ is
more consistent with the act of moving the quantifier from theold storage into the
new basis after filling theQRange argument role. Let us consider a sentence with
two quantified NPs: = [EVERY LOGICIAN]1 MET [A PHILOSOPHER]2 .

Out of any context, the storage and the basis are:M() = fh�1; x1i; h�2; x2ig, whereg�1 = [T=(sq1 j=� every ; [x=(s1 j=� logician ; x; l1; 1 �)]; T ; 1 �)],�2 = [T=(sq2 j=� a; [x=(s2 j=� philosopher ; x; l2; 1 �)]; T ; 1 �)], and



B() = (sd j=� meet ; x1; x2; ld �).
There are two different possible ways to get the storage emptied and, by this, the
quantificational ambiguity solved in one or other way:

Case1:B0() = (�2 : [x2=(�1 : [x1=B()])])
First, the quantificational type�1 is applied to the individual type[x1=B()]. The
basisB() becomes the predicate content of the type that fillsQRange role ofevery . Then the quantificational type�2 is applied to the abstraction overx2 in the
latter obtained predication. By this the predicate contentof theQRange of a gets
filled up, and the final result is:B0() =(�2 : [x2=(sq1 j=� every ; [x=(s1 j=� logician ; x; l1; 1 �)];[x1=(sd j=� meet ; x1; x2; ld; 1 �)]; 1 �)]) =(sq2 j=� a; [x=(s2 j=� philosopher ; x; l2; 1 �)];[x2=(sq1 j=� every ; [x=(s1 j=� logician ; x; l1; 1 �)];[x1=(sd j=� meet ; x1; x2; ld; 1 �)]; 1 �)];1�).
Case2:B0() = (�1 : [x1=(�2 : [x2=B()])]) =(sq1 j=� every ; [x=(s1 j=� logician ; x; l1; 1 �)];[x1=(sq2 j=� a; [x=(s2 j=� philosopher ; x; l2; 1 �)];[x2=(sd j=� meet ; x1; x2; ld; 1 �)]; 1 �)];1�).
Generally, for each quantified NP�i occurring in�, M(�) may contain a pairh�; xii, where� is the meaning of�i, i.e. � is a type such as in (16) and (17). The
basisB(�) is the propositional content of the eventual filler of theQRange role of
the quantificational relationF(�) in �. The parameterxi is a constituent ofB(�),
interpreted as a fixed indeterminate representative of the selected quantity of indi-
viduals from the domain set, which are also in the range set. An abstraction overxi in B(�) will give the type that will fill up theQRange role ofF(�). By this, the
basis,B(�), represents the predicative structure of�, where some of the argument
roles of the constituent relations are filled up by parametersxi. If h�; xii 2 M(�),
then at a later stage of analysis of a larger expression, or ingetting a particular
scope interpretation in a context of use, the type� will be quantified over/into
the basis, and by this will bind the parameterxi occurring in it. When there is



not enough information for resolving some quantificationalambiguity,� may be
left pending in the storage for more information. Generally, the storageM(�) of
an expression� is a set:M(�) = fh�1; xi1i; : : : ; h�k; xikig, wherek � 0, andi1; : : : ; ik are pairwise different natural numbers (i.e.xi1 ; : : : ; xik are different pa-
rameters) that are indices of NPs occurring in�; �1; : : : ; �k are the type meanings
of the corresponding NPs. Formally, each numberij, j = 1; : : : ; k is the index
of the argument role[xij ] of the type that has to fill up theQRange role of the
quantitative relation in�j.
The general quantificational process permits more than one ”insertion“ at a time.
Let � be a sentence with a linguistic meaning[[�]] = hM(�);B(�)i, such thatfh�1; xi1i; : : : ; h�k; xiki; g � M(�), wherek � 0 and the indicesi1; : : : ; ik are
pairwise different. Then

Quantification Rule

1. M0(�) =M(�) � fh�1; xi1i; : : : ; h�k; xikig, and

2. B0(�) = (�1 : [xi1= : : : (�k : [xik=B(�)]) : : :]).
Which of the quantifiers are taken out of the storage and movedinto the basis,
and the order of the quantification is dependent on the linguistic and contextual
information available. The order of the quantification, though, must respect the
following restriction which prevents leaving relevant parameters to occur freely
without being abstracted over:

Quantificational Restriction

(i) In the quantifier order:h�1; xi1i; : : : ; h�k; xiki, there must be nom;n 2f1; : : : ; kg such thatm � n andxin is a free parameter in�m;

(ii) xi1 ; : : : ; xik are not free parameters of the type meanings left in the new
storageM0(�).

When the linguistic meaning of an expression� is such thatM(�) 6= ;, the pair[[�]] = hM(�);B(�)i has to be subject to further semantical computations. That
might be because� is a constituent of a larger expression, the generation of which
has not yet been completed, and not all of the ranges of the quantifiers have been
completely introduced. When the storageM(�) contains more than one quantifier,
this could be because there is not enough linguistic or extra-linguistic information
for resolving the available ambiguity caused by the occurrence of more than one
NP in�.



6 CONCLUSION

Situational type theory can be used for representing two semantical stages.

1. “Pure” linguistic meaningsof the natural language expressions. The seman-
tical structure of the linguistic meaning of an expression reflects its com-
pound syntactic category and have parameters pending to be contextually
evaluated.

2. The particularinterpretationsof the expressions in one or other context of
use are result of combining of the parametric linguistic meaning with appro-
priate context information. The relevant context elementsoperate not only
as anchoring functions over parameters (represented by functional applica-
tion and�-conversion), but also as ambiguity resolving semantical operators.
The “pure” linguistic meanings are those structures that has to be tightly and
interdependently connected with the syntactical structures. While the inter-
pretations are dependent on information which is not directly expressed by
the syntactic forms. The interpretation of a particular use(i.e. utterance)
of an expression� from the perspective of the speaker is obtained from the
linguistic meaning by:� assigning appropriate values, which might be again parametric objects,

to the free parameters occurring in[[�]] by speaker’s references (often
called speaker’s connections) and applying to[[�]] the induced substi-
tution in the linguistic meaning;� applying the quantificational rule and by this moving the quantifiers
from the storageM(�) into the basis in an appropriate order depending
on the available linguistic and extra-linguistic information.

In this way the domains and the ranges of the quantifications involved are gener-
ally context dependent on the speakers references. There are also cases when the
quantificational order is governed by linguistic restrictions and generalizations as
it is pointed in [Farkas 1997a].
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